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Hardly Failing - Common Climber 

Published in print and online by Common Climber 

It's a trope of journalism that the best stories are about failure. If you look at 

the most successful stories in climbing the same theory seems to hold; 

Touching the Void, The White Spider, The Philosophy of Risk and many 

more are all about failure and suffering on a grand scale. Even the modern 

video content is about repeated failure before success, or the high 

consequence or likelihood of failure. We need stakes.  

So, naturally, this is a story about failure. But no-one gets hurt. No-one even 

gets particularly cold. No storms occur and everyone gets their dinner. It's a 

single moment in time which describes the joy I find in climbing and the 

fact that failure is really just about framing. 

Taghia is a wonderful place. Two and a half hours walk from the nearest 

road, itself a gravelly track through the Atlas mountains, you reach the 

barrier of limestone faces and gorges that mark the end of the valley. A few 

hundred self sufficient Berber Farmers live here. There's a primary school, a 

small shop and a couple of guest houses. Days are simple; children in the 

playground, people tending the tiers of fruit and vegetables patches by the 

river and walking herds of sheep and goats around the valley to make the 

most of the sparse pasture. 

We arrived in the middle of March, with the north faces dusted with snow 

and the greenery subdued, but it was beautiful. We spent a week shivering 

up the faces before the weather warmed and spring arrived, the cherry 

trees blossomed and colour began to return. With the cold winds dying 

down we began to think of more adventurous objectives. We settled on a 

route called L'Axe du Mal, the axis of evil. It tackled one of the most 

spectacular walls deep inside the gorge. It was above our pay grade, but 
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we figured with a few sneaky pulls of gear on the hardest sections we'd get 

up it. 

We set off at 5.30am, bellies full of mint tea and instant coffee. The 

approach is an adventure itself. It took the best part of three hours to cross 

the hills and traverse the gorge on the Berber paths. Several sections are 

hammered directly into the rock faces. Eventually we were boulder 

hopping in the base of the gorge and the sun had risen high enough to 

light the tops of the faces. We stomped through snow patches in the cold 

depths of the gorge until the 600m west facing wall appeared, lit by the 

light reflected from the opposing wall. 

L'Axe du Mal is certainly imposing. The face is slightly concave, steepening 

slightly with each pitch before busting through a boulder problem in an 

overhang at 350m. The wall glows golden in the afternoon sun, but a 

sombre terracotta in the morning shade. It's a sport route in the sense that 

it's bolted, but all adventure in practice. We were in the wall by 8.30am, 

getting a shock from what was supposed to be the easiest pitch. The bolts 

were spaced and the route follows the worn water runnels in the face. Jugs 

appeared occasionally, but for much of the route you are on your fingertips. 

The friction is amazing, the climbing intricate and often blank and 

confusing. The run-outs added spice, being 10m out from the last bolt and 

with no prospect of rescue should an accident occur certainly focuses the 

mind. 

Duncan and I swung leads for 10 pitches, hauling a bag with food and belay 

jackets. The sun hit the wall in the early afternoon making the shade at the 

bottom of the gorge seem even darker. We climbed out above the 

shadows, every pitch a joy, every pitch hard. We reached the roof and both 

fell for the first time. Another pitch or two and we were done. 

We weren't at the top. It was unspoken at first. Climb with someone for 

long enough and you know what they're thinking. We had the same 
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experience on a first ascent in Greenland a few years ago, when it was 

getting late, we'd run out of food and had no bivi gear, yet we both carried 

on. There was no need to say anything, just get on with the job in hand. 

In Taghia it was the same, but different. We both knew we'd failed. We'd 

expected to fall, but the climbing had been so absorbing that it had taken 

longer than expected and the upper pitches were harder. Descent from 

the summit would be complex in the dark and a mistake would be a bad 

idea. We'd just climbed 10 of the most unrelenting and intricate pitches 

we'd ever done. Every inch of the climb was a joy. The situation incredible; 

exposure, sunshine, shadow and isolation. We cut our losses and abseiled 

down. The face was so blank and steep that every time we pulled our ropes 

they shot down past us, never catching or tangling. In an hour and a half of 

abseiling we'd undone nearly 500m of glorious climbing. A failure, but the 

best kind. If we'd had the same day on single pitch routes in Spain we'd be 

smiling for days. Out here in the mountains it's a smile that doesn't leave. 

We picked our way through the gloom in the gorge for three hours and 

found ourselves back in the village, a warm tagine and mint tea waiting. 

The stars are so bright that the mountains glow, hints of mist wash across 

the faces.  

It's a failure on paper, but that's not the full story.   
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Comedy Review: The Chuckle Brothers 

Published in The Western Mail and Walesonline 

Oh dear, oh dear! The Chuckle Brothers are back to tickle your funny 

bone, with their own take on an old Christmas classic... by Charles 

Doughnut! 

ENTHUSIASTIC comedy duo the Chuckle Brothers bring their tour to 

South Wales next week, writes Wil Treasure. 

Paul and Barry – best known for catchphrases like “To me, to you!” – have 

been performing together for more than 40 years, but insist they aren’t 

tired of it just yet. 

“We might ease down a bit. Maybe a little tour like this, the wife might 

finally let me buy a boat,” laughs Paul, the younger brother by three years. 

“I collect my pension at Christmas!” interrupts Barry, who is 65 on 

Christmas Eve. The pair’s latest show, A Christmas Chuckle, arrives at St 

David’s Hall on Monday. 

They say that they’re enjoying being on the road after several single venue 

shows in previous years. 

“It’s going brilliantly, really fab audiences,” says Paul. “People keep telling us 

that it’s the best show we’ve done so far.” Surprisingly, the brothers – who 

won a Children’s Special Award at last year’s BAFTAs – say they’ve taken the 

easy option by doing a tour this year. 

“We wanted Christmas off!” says Paul. “We enjoyed a pantomime tour two 

years ago and this year we thought we’d do it again.” 

In A Christmas Chuckle, Ebeneezer Sneezer, played by Paul, is mean and 

lacking in Christmas spirit. 
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He and kind-hearted brother Bob Scratchit, played by Barry, are visited by 

three ghosts who attempt to show them the path to true kindness and 

good spirit. 

It might be a traditional story (although the pair claim to have based it on 

Charles Doughnut’s adaptation) but it comes with that familiar Chuckle 

twist. 

After so long in the business you’d think it must be hard for the 

Rotherham-born brothers to keep their shows fresh. Not true, say the 

moustached pair. 

“We just keep it fresh by being ourselves,” says Paul. “It’s like ChuckleVision 

– people said we’d struggle to do 27 episodes, we’ve now done 309!” 

A new series of ChuckleVision starts on BBC One this Friday and the show 

is now in its 22nd year. 

The pair have an army of fans, not least among the student population who 

have grown up with their slapstick comedy. But they say they never 

envisaged being children’s performers. 

“We worked for 23 years slogging around the country,” says Paul. “One 

afternoon in Manchester, there were only 28 people in the crowd. What we 

didn’t know was there was a producer and director in the audience. But, 

you never know who’s going to be there, so you’ve got to perform for every 

audience.” 

Despite playing a Christmas grump, Paul says he loves Christmas, but in 

quite a different way to his brother. 

“I’m completely the opposite to the part I’m playing,” says Paul. “I don’t 

have a gripe. I find everything brilliant at Christmas. My perfect day is 

having the family round and no arguments, no bad news on the telly.” 
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Barry says he’s not a fan of having to get up to work on Boxing Day, so is 

glad to have time off after this year’s tour. But, unlike Paul, he does have 

some issue with Christmas. 

“If I get a pair of socks I think ‘Oh dear, oh dear!’” he laughs, echoing 

another of their famous catchphrases. 

“My best present was an electric train set,” Paul butts in. 

“I was about 10, and I’d never had anything so nice.” 

“Mine was, would you believe it, a roll top desk! That shows how different 

we are,” chuckles Barry. 

“But as long as Rotherham United win on Boxing Day I’m happy,” he adds.   
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Blasphemy 

From the Factor Two Newsletter - Off Belay 

I fervently hope I get shot down by someone over this, because it can’t 

really be true, can it? 

I moved house last week and in the mix of boxes and bags my internet was 

cut off for a fortnight. It’s seemingly impossible to do anything meaningful 

without a connection these days, but it has given me a good excuse to 

delve into old-school printedonpaper reading material. I have a lot of this 

that I’ve not read thanks to donations of old magazines that now clutter up 

my flat. 

I love reading, but I’m increasingly aware of how out of condition I’ve 

become. In the foreword to Mirrors in the Cliffs, Royal Robbins writes that 

one of the reasons climbing literature is so powerful and varied is because 

climbers are great readers. I’m not sure that’s true any more, perhaps not 

surprising given the number of other ways of occupying our attention we 

have. I’m sure I’m not alone in finding that my attention span for the 

written word isn’t what it used to be. 

The old magazines and journals are a great home for the polemical essay. 

Over the years there are many that have stuck with me. It might just be a 

timing bias - some of these are the pieces I read which formed or 

confirmed my own ideas about climbing, at an age where I was 

impressionable and naively ambitious. John Long’s The Only Blasphemy is 

a great example. It’s one of those pieces that wraps you into a world that 

you feel like you know, but eventually takes you to a place that you 

wouldn’t dare to visit. 
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Shamefully, I understand the only blasphemy—to willfully 

jeopardize my own life, which I have done, and it sickens me. 

Then everything slows, as though preservation instincts have 

kicked my mind into hyper gear. 

Street Illegal by Jim Perrin does the same. It’s a wild ride with a different 

motivation: 

Nothing changed by it. I doubt if I could ever do it again. Except 

that there are days when the rhythm builds up, the whole crazy 

edifice shifts, you cut loose, don't give a f*ck, and you're away. 

I always imagined Long lying on his back, rucksack under his head, 

watching the stars on a desert night. The reflective philosopher, 

negotiating his place and meaning in the world through what he learned 

observing and mimicking others. Perrin struck me as the imposer. “This is 

the way my world is and yours should be,” was the message I read in his 

writing - not that I resented it, if anything I was envious of that ability to 

centre oneself. I’m not sure I feel like that these days (and if you want to do 

further reading on Jim Perrin you might see why). 

Which leads me to the point of this. Where are the philosophers these 

days? It’s not to say there isn’t still good, powerful writing out there, but it 

seems a little less charmed than it used to be. 

I can think of few things published in the last decade that stand out. Where 

is the writing that people will still be reading in 50 years time? Many of the 

better pieces I read these days feel more transient. The big hitters of the 

past felt timeless. Articles set in stone that could inform your world forever. 

There’s a big chance that I’m just getting old and jaded, but there are 

structural things in the way. A print magazine or journal sat on your shelf 

and you’d browse through in idle moments. And you’d chosen for it to be 

there, probably even paid for it! Imagine paying for media. These days we 
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all spend a lot of time browsing, but the curation is done by algorithm. 

Revisiting those lost loves is pretty difficult, and it’s not encouraged by 

media companies that just want our eyes, not our thoughts. The ability to 

ponder and revisit this material is beautiful, and we’re losing it. 

I can’t help but feel that some of this is inevitable. Climbing is so much 

more mainstream these days, and that means the money follows. And the 

media follows the money. With print media on the way out and the club 

structure falling away there isn’t the same outlet for the written word. The 

internet means, for many writers, a lack of Gatekeepers. This is often seen 

as a good thing, but it also means that the process of revision and 

improvement that used to happen with articles is dying out. This is true 

outside the climbing press too - quantity over quality. 

Perhaps we’re chasing the wrong Gods? 
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